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An attempt at some empirical research in the way IP-cases get decided in The Netherlands
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“The prophecies of what the courts will do in fact, and nothing more pretentious, are what I mean by the law”

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Harvard Law Review 1897

“Law is not what judges say in the reports but what lawyers say - to one another and to clients - in their offices”

Martin Shapiro, Yale Law Review 1981

In 2008 I interviewed seventeen experienced IP-trial judges on how they actually decided IP-cases. Much criticism is possible against this kind of ‘unscientific’, unverifiable research and the way I went about it. I was totally inexperienced in conducting empirical research and I am myself an experienced and therefore necessarily biased IP-litigator and opinionated academic. However, the results were considered very interesting by many people. Most other experienced IP-litigators told me they all more or less knew already that it works the way it emerges from the picture sketched in my article based on those interviews. It certainly did confirm to a large extent what I thought myself. That in itself is of course highly suspicious. To what extend was I just looking for and therefore finding confirmation of my own hypotheses and my own biases?

I studied extensively the views expressed by Dutch legal scholars and many others on judicial decision making and decision making in general, including the role of emotions in decision making.
Since 2004 I have also been publishing my own views on the way IP-cases actually get decided.8 My views are not unopposed by other academics,9 some of whom seem to think that I am either out of my depth or out of line or both. Some IP-litigators I talk to also seem to think that too much debunking and demystification of the way cases get decided, too much openness about the way the law gets talked about in law firms and too much emphasis on the unpredictability, is not necessarily a good thing. Not all judges were happy with the things their colleagues said during the interviews in 2008. The court of appeal judges I approached were not willing to be interviewed at all. I do understand and respect these positions, which are, however, a serious impediment to further empirical research in this direction. I am grateful to the judges that were prepared to be interviewed and were prepared to give very honest answers.

My findings do corroborate with Barton Beebe’s very interesting ‘Empirical Study of the Multifactor Tests for Trademark Infringement’ in the US. My ideas and hypotheses are influenced by recent studies on judicial decision making by Chris Guthrie, Jeffrey Rachlinsky and Andrew Wistrich10 and with some of the thoughts of Richard Posner in his ‘How Judges Think’.11 My views are also influenced by recent studies on decision making in general by many people,12 of whom Daniel Kahneman is currently probably the most famous, because of his Nobel Prize in 2002. Every legal academic should read Kahneman’s ‘Thinking, fast and slow’13 on fast intuitive thinking and slow deliberative thinking, the interplay between the two, and the amount of heuristics and biases that are at work in anyone’s mind.

13 Daniel Kahneman, Thinking, fast and slow, Allen Lane 2011.
Some quotes from the judges I interviewed:

On the constantly changing criteria for protection or infringement:

“To keep coming up with new ‘labels’ for what is in fact the same sentiment, will not bring IP-law much further’.

On public opinion survey evidence:

“If it corroborates with our own perception, then we are grateful and use it. If we want to go the other way, then it is just a nuisance, because then we have to argue it away”.

According to some judges ruling on intellectual property cases is, in the end, all about the basic legal questions: What is property? What do you have to share? In the end it is about ‘improper behaviour towards someone else’, most judges say. When deciding on a decency norm, which is not very different from a wrongful act (tort), subjective and emotional arguments often play a part.

One judge had his own trinity:

Pretension: is it worth protecting? The claimant pretends to have created something that should be protected. Is this presumption justified?

Public: protection against confusion. What is the position of the public / is it being misled or confused?

Parasite: taking too much advantage of somebody else. Is it a matter of sponging on the success of another company?

The way judges look at intellectual property infringement cases is clear from their various remarks:

- ‘Let’s imitate; we’ll just make some changes here and there to pull wool over the judge’s eyes.’
- A first impression (which is often there to stay): ‘Has this person (suspected of the infringement) lost his mind?’ Or (about the claimant): ‘What a bore!’
- ‘Why do you have to do exactly that?’
- ‘Do come up with something better!’
- ‘Would you have been able to think of something else yourself?’
- ‘If it looks the same, it’s usually not by accident’.